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OUR RESEARCH SAYS…WE 
NEED MORE RESEARCH 

We need more impact 
evaluations on 
interventions to increase 
evidence-use. It may be 
hard in practice to 
measure impact, 
particularly over shorter 
time periods, and it’s hard 
to isolate the influence of 
particular initiatives

We need more clarity on 
interventions. A Theory of 
Change setting out 
explicitly the goals and 
mechanisms would be 
helpful We need more 
primary studies from 
teaching, policing, social 
work and other areas of 
social policy. 

Evaluations also need to 
be clear about the sort of 
research being used

Conclusion

The Science of Using Science knowledge: What works in getting 
evidence used by decision makers?
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•1. Hard to find evidence to support awareness-building. Three Systematic Reviews did cover it. However, it was never on its own, but merged with other changes - such as 
training policymakers, or getting researchers to collaborate more with professionals. 

•2. Good level of evidence for: MARKETING FOR GOOD (Social marketing aims to change behaviour,  marketing for social good, not just for profit);                                 
MAKING EVIDENCE THE NORM (Ideally, we want to create a social or professional norm, where evidence-use is the right thing to do. So it’s the new normal);
PRIZES AND PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION; FOCUS ON WHAT PEOPLE CARE ABOUT

CHAMPION- Building 
awareness and positive 

attitudes towards 
evidence use

•1. Whilst we hope that there is a dialogue between researcher and professional on what might work best, despite us finding plenty of discussion in the literature of 
evidence-informed decision-making, we couldn’t find any evidence that these techniques had impact 

•2. Moderate evidence supporting consensus-building: USING JOURNAL CLUBS (to help professionals define the right sort of evidence to meet their needs and how research 
could be matched-up to their own practice); BUILDING CONSENSUS THROUGH DELPHI PANELS

DEFINE- Building mutual 
understanding and 

agreement on policy-
relevant questions and 

the kind of evidence 
needed to answer them

•1. TAILORING AND TARGETING (think more like a marketeer. Look at audience segmentation, personalised and tailored messages, user-friendly design); HOTLINES AND 
HELPDESKS (offer your audience the chance to ask you questions or supply on-demand help)

•2. Persuasive communication techniques: FRAMING YOUR EVIDENCE (The way you present information can have a dramatic effect on how it is understood.)HOW TO 
COMMUNICATE UNCERTAINTY(Using visual aids to communicate probabilistic info) TELLING STORIES TO COMMUNICATE RESEARCH (Rather than dry numbers, use 
narratives and metaphors.)SOCIAL MEDIA (reliable evidence shows that using social and online media was an effective communication tool); CREATE A RECOGNISABLE AND 
RESPECTED BRAND ; DON’T FORGET TO SEND REMINDERS (providing multiple opportunities to engage with your evidence). 

INCREASE VISIBILITY -
Providing 

communication of, and 
access to, evidence

•1. Little evidence: It is highly likely that some interactions do make a difference, we just need to get better evidence to support it.

•2. Much of the evidence was unclear, mixed or non-existent and we couldn’t find evidence of impact. However, evidence for SOCIAL INFLUENCE (evidence champions, 
opinion leaders, messengers, role models and ‘change agents’). We found little evidence of impact in our first review. But, there was much stronger evidence in the wide 
second scoping study for this

INTERACT- Facilitating 
interactions between 
decision-makers and 

researchers

•1. SKILLS AND TRAINING were effective. Critical appraisal training in particular worked well, as did university courses and continuing professional development. Training is 
even more effective if it is combined with a push to motivate learners to use it.

•2. ANDRAGOGY: UNDERSTANDING HOW ADULTS LEARN (Trainers of evidence can learn a lot from social science on the value of ‘andragogy’, a teaching method focused on 
adult learning) MENTORING AND SUPERVISION;  ONLINE LEARNING

LEARN - Supporting 
decision-makers to 

develop skills in 
accessing and making 

sense of evidence

•1. We found that actions influencing STRUCTURES & PROCESSES were always combined with other things, such as training, or awareness-raising. It was never done in 
isolation. So it’s hard to say with certainty if it worked. But, the majority of evidence supports the idea that ‘structures and processes’ can help evidence use. 

•2. Evidence backs-up the value of providing practical resources to incorporate research use, e.g. using reducing cognitive biases and setting up ‘nudges’ to use evidence.  
SUPPORT ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE (We need practical assistance across organisations to help get evidence used. Such as an organisation providing practical tools, or 
protocols or committees charged with thinking about evidence).MAKING EVIDENCE AN INSTITUTION (we need standalone evidence bodies that can help fight the corner for 
evidence).

ADAPT- Influencing 
decision-making 

structures and processes.
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1.Systematic Review of Systematic Reviews in the more specialist research on 
the efficacy of interventions to increase the use of research in decision-making, 
including 36 systematic reviews reporting on 91 interventions.

2. Scoping Review of other social science interventions that might be relevant to 
the first study. Our main priority was whether research was being used, not 
whether using evidence made a difference on the ground. The overview of 
research also concentrated on reviews of primary studies that looked at causal 
attributions

Based on research evidence and evaluations of what works, focussing on 
interventions that have evidence to back them up – and excludes studies that 
have mixed or no evidence – even if they do sound interesting. 
Most of the studies in our first review were from the health sector, with the 
majority from frontline practice, such as nursing or public health. 
Measuring impact: There was a tendency in the first review to report on 
intermediate outcomes as a proxy for evidence use. However, having the skill or 
intention to use evidence, cannot, in itself, be regarded as a reliable indicator of 
behaviour change in practice

How do we know what works in getting our research used?
We partnered with the Wellcome Trust, the Alliance for Useful 
Evidence and the EPPI-Centre at UCL to understand , from the 
research how evidence can best be used in decision-making.
We’ve looked at 150 types of intervention. Further info:
→Using Evidence: What Works?: A discussion paper, Alliance 
for Useful Evidence
→The Science of Using Science: full report, EPPI Centre UCL

Review 1 =impact on enabling evidence use, Review 2 = what we could learn from the wider social science literature.
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Strength of evidence     

Action Recommendation

Impact study 
on dialogue 
&’defining the 
question’

Impact study on 
evidence 
awareness actions

Impact study 
on policy/ 
researcher 
dialogue

weak some strong

http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/
http://www.alliance4usefulevidence.org/about-us/aboutus/
http://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/cms/
http://www.alliance4usefulevidence.org/assets/Alliance-Policy-Using-evidence-v4.pdf
http://www.alliance4usefulevidence.org/assets/Science-of-Using-Science-Final-Report-2016.pdf
http://www.whatworkswellbeing.org/

